Local dynamic activity within canonical micro-circuits in the brain can be described mathematically by neural mass models with parameters that introduce a variety of oscillatory behavior in local neuron populations. Advances in medical imaging have enabled quantification of the white matter connections that constitute whole brain networks or the "connectome". Recently, connectome-derived coupling terms have been introduced within an array of neural mass models to capture the long-range interactions between local neuronal populations. Although such network-coupled oscillator models are capable of producing steady-state power spectra similar to the brains empirical activity, it's unclear if the connectome's anatomical information is enough to recapitulate the spatial distribution of power spectra across brain regions. Furthermore, these models inherently comprise of hundreds of parameters whose choices have impact on model derived predictions of brain activity. Here we employ a Wilson-Cowan oscillator neural mass model coupled by a structural connectome network to observe the effect of introducing a connectivity and transmission delay to the frequency profile of the brain. We observe that inference of the many parameters of the high dimensional network model produces non-unique results. Parameter optimization of simulated power spectra to better match source localized EEG spectra showed that introducing structural information to neural mass models does not improve model performance. A combinatorial approach to optimizing local and * Corresponding author Email address: xix2007@med.cornell.edu (X. Xie) November 26, 2018 global parameters outperforms other model variations. We demonstrate the inherent identifiability problem in network models that pose challenges for the use of such high dimensional models as diagnostic tools for neurological diseases.
are defined based on general assumptions made about the microscopic prop-23 erties of neurons. However, the addition of a global coupling parameter and 24 a transmission delay based on anatomical axonal distances are an estimated 25 abstraction of the brain's anatomical connections, it is unclear whether the 26 addition of these parameters to a network is actually beneficial to the pa-27 rameter inference problem.
28
While it is encouraging that connectome-coupled oscillator models are 29 capable of displaying expected frequency behavior [4, 6, 7, 19] and can repro-30 duce functional connectivity to a limited extent [17, 20, 21] , the current state Thus, the key question of whether global coupling or local parameter diver- 50 sity is responsible for observed activity patterns is not straight forward to 51 evaluate. These are important issues, as much of the emerging computa-52 tional paradigm requires that connectivity-coupled NMMs be inferred from 53 observed recordings, and assumes that the inferred model parameters are 54 diagnostic of neurological disease, e.g. the Virtual Brain [30, 31, 32, 33] .
55
The first challenge to addressing these questions is obtaining neuronal 56 activity on the whole brain. While encephalography techniques can record 57 at a high sampling rate, the detected signals are limited to whats observable 58 via electrodes placed on the scalp. Fortunately, source localization tech- ods as discussed by [39] . Specifically, an initial grid of 4000 source points 
160
To obtain the inverse solution, a noise covariance matrix was calculated 
179
The simulated average activity at the j th brain region is:
Where E(t) and I(t) represent the firing rate of the excitatory and in- 
Different variations of this model ( Fig. 1) with a step size of 1ms and an external driving parameter of P (t) = 2.5.
206
When the structural connectivity matrix is introduced, the global coupling velocity from 5m/s to 50m/s with a step size of 5m/s. The power spectra 213 of each simulation were computed to select the peak oscillatory frequency.
214
All power spectra calculations were performed with MATLAB's multi-taper tic waveform is shown with its corresponding power spectra. External input 299 P (t) was set to P (t) = 2.5 to ensure the uncoupled model is in a limited cycle 300 regime within the normal biological range for neuronal activity. The effect 301 of the external drive parameter is shown in Figure S3 , where the simulations 302
show oscillatory behavior near P (t) = 2.5.
303
Using the same set of local parameters, we simulated the network dynam-304 ics of 86 interconnected regions using one structural connectivity matrix, to make sure that global coupling and connectivity was the main driver of 311 oscillations (see Fig S3) . The specific external input parameter value was cho-312 sen because [18] showed default model parameters injected with P (t) = 1.5 313 shifted the model from a low oscillatory state to a high oscillatory state. within the boundary constraints was acquired before reaching the maximum iteration, the simulated annealing algorithm accepts additional function eval-319 uations after acquiring a minimum to scan the rest of the parameter space, 320 none of the optimization runs terminated while the cost-function evaluations 321 were decreasing. None of the optimized parameters were reported to be equal 322 to the upper or lower boundary, thus the specified range was not overly nar- in each of the 7 subjects. The best performing model was the individual to the minimum achieved by local parameters only (VO).
378
The source localized power spectra of all regions and their corresponding 379 simulated power spectra for each model variation are visualized in Fig. 8 .
380
The source localized spectra show a clear alpha peak at 8 − 12Hz and a beta region's alpha power scaled by the mean alpha power over the entire brain.
402
As expected, the source localized spectra (top row) shows relatively larger 
Discussion

430
A challenge for emerging models of brain activity is that in a complex 
